Basketball Wales Chairman’s Report 2015/16

1/07/16

It is a pleasure to be able to convey in this short report, the progress and achievements that
Basketball Wales has made during the playing season 2015-2016.

Firstly, I would like to praise the considerable efforts and tremendous achievements of all
Board members and their areas of responsibility. The new Board was duly formed and
elected in October 2015 and was at that time 13 in number. This number has reduced to 12,
but the workload has been unremitting and despite our great progress, much still needs to
be done.

I am delighted to inform members that as a result of a great deal of work; Sport Wales has
granted Basketball Wales conditional recognition as the Governing Body for basketball in
Wales. This has been no mean achievement and Sport Wales has been very reassuring and
supportive during the Board’s short time in office. We look forward to continuing our work
with Sport Wales and the Leadership and Governance Framework unit, to ensure that we
achieve full recognition and become a successful and effective governing body.

Basketball Wales Directors have been working hard with the new British Basketball
Federation, which is under the guidance of Nick Humby. Colleagues have attended many
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meetings and functions in order that Basketball Wales can play its full part in this new
organisation, which manages the sport at the GB level. Whilst we still retain, much of our
independence as a national organisation, we will be able to call upon the expertise,
experience and some resources from our partners in the new group, namely Basketball
England, and Basketball Scotland. Lucy Witt has used her tremendous knowledge and
enthusiasm to represent Wales in the BBF team

It was great news indeed to hear that one of our Directors, Lee Coulson, was recognised
nationally by Sport Wales for his outstanding contribution to wheel chair basketball. Lee
continues to work at a variety of levels, based in the Ceredigion area, with tremendous
enthusiasm, knowledge and skill – well done again Lee!

Mini basketball is definitely a growth area for Basketball Wales. With the current emphasis
on improving the health and fitness of young children, our sport is ideally placed to
contribute to the nation’s health and well-being. I have attended many meetings in
Westminster with the All Party Parliamentary Group for Basketball and along with others
have been pushing this theme at a GB level. There is much to do and much to gain in this
area of our work.

Our national teams continue to do well, with a many training camps and competitions.
There are a number of FIBA based tournaments being held this summer.

Our FIBA referees continue to provide a high quality service to many FIBA matches and
tournaments. Haydn and Gavin represent themselves and Wales with great ability and
professionalism.
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I was delighted to attend the SWVBL cup finals and the Schools National finals, both held in
Swansea this season. They proved to be excellent days and I am sure all players, parents and
coaches had a terrific time. Congratulations to all the teams, winners and participants, and
many thanks to all organisers and officials.

I sincerely hope for all Wales competitions in 2017 (Terry Price cup) so that we can have
Welsh Champion clubs to perhaps represent Wales in international club competitions in the
future.

I believe that it is important for Basketball Wales to have a National Event Calendar in order
that everyone can organize all training sessions, trials and competitions, without making too
many demands on players, coaches and officials. Hopefully this will prevent any clashes.
Gavin will be coordinating this initiative, so please contact him in order that he can update
the calendar. First come will take priority, so please do not delay once you have checked the
calendar and fixed your dates.

I am delighted to confirm our new sponsorship arrangements with Givova, an Italian
sportswear company that already endorses some very famous clubs! Check the web site for
details of some great offers!

Steff Collins has been successful in joining the junior England coaching team – a great move
for Steff who will undoubtedly benefit from her experience - enjoy it Steff!

Anne-Marie has agreed to take the initial lead on the Leadership and Governance
Framework project. This is an important part of our full recognition process by Sport Wales.
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Anne Marie will be passing this responsibility on at some point, so if you are interested in
picking up this role, please let Gavin know.

Ceri Martin our Director for Finance will be working closely with Sport Wales alongside Mike
Thomas and Karen Solomons who have both been co-opted onto the BW Finance
committee and will work on new financial programmes for the federation. This will make
reporting and accountability much easier and provide more specific information for
everyone involved in BW.

Phil John continues his diligent work on Safeguarding, and has received excellent support
from Melanie Hellerman, who has been co-opted onto the perforce committee this year
who brings with her a vast wealth and knowledge from her role within Welsh Netball – it is a
very important aspect of our work and it’s good to have Phil and Melanie’s vast experience
in this area.

Jason Merchant will be continuing his work on club development and building relationships
with everyone in Basketball Wales. If you have any ideas or issues – please do not hesitate
to contact Jason.

Jonathan Shefford has proved to be an invaluable help as a solicitor in writing the new
Articles and also providing wise counsel on many issues in the work of Basketball Wales. We
are greatly indebted to him for his time and expertise.
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Gavin Williams has undertaken the role of General Secretary, probably the most important
role in the organization, and has done more work, in more areas than could possibly be
expected. He

continues to do an excellent job, despite the fact that he now has two little ones and of
course a wife! Please give Gavin all your support as he manages this demanding post.

Lucy Witt and Cameron Seeley have worked really hard in forming and facilitating the new
Performance Management team. This is a huge amount of work and although there have
been some drawbacks in setting up the new structures, I am confident that the way forward
is now clear and progressive.

In conclusion, I would like to thank all the Directors once again for their friendship, vision
and hard work. This thanks is repeated to all players, coaches, parents, partners and officials
– you are, what this organisation is all about.

Basketball Wales is now starting a new chapter in its development, with the BBF, Sport
Wales and FIBA, let’s all continue to work hard to ensure that Basketball in Wales reaches
it’s full potential.

Dr Steve Lloyd 01/07/16
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